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FAULT ON - OFF 
DATA 
The BDT acts differently in different tectonic settings as the switch of earthquakes 
2- NORMAL FAULTING L’ AQUILA  
(6 Apr 2009 Mw 6.3 ) 
A interseismic GPS velocities B,D 
interseismic strain rate  C coseismic 
displacemets 
THRUST FAULTING CHILE-Maule 
(27 Feb  2010 Mw 8.8) 
A interseismic GPS velocities B 
coseismic displacements C, D 
interseismic strain rate 
STRIKE-SLIP FAULTING NAF 
(17 Aug 1999 Mw 7.4) 
A, B seismic sequences C interseismic 
GPS velocities D, E Interseismic shear 
rate 
WATER LEVEL CHANGES  
AND EARTHQUAKES 
 INTERSEISMIC AND 
COSEISMIC  DILATION 
 
 normal (a), thrust (b) and 
strike-slip (c) faults 
NORMAL FAULTING 
  
(a) no permeability 
changes (b), (c) strongly 
dilated areas correspond 
to 5 to 10 times larger 
permeability than in (a) 
THRUST FAULTING 
  
(a) no permeability 
changes (b), (c) strongly 
dilated areas correspond 
to 5 to 10 times smaller 
permeability than in (a) 
STRIKE-SLIP FAULTING 
 
(a) no permeability changes  
(b), (c) strongly contractional 
areas correspond to 5 to 10 
times smaller permeability 
than in (a); strongly dilated 
areas correspond to 5 to10 
times larger permeability 
than in (a) 
FLUIDS/ROCKS INTERACTION MODELING 
(COMSOL package) 
Elastic energy accumulates in areas where faults are locked and then strain rate (SR) 
is lower. SR lows are more prone to release larger amount of energy with respect to 
adjacent higher SR zones 
WHERE THE NEXT EARTHQUAKE ? 
SR map from GPS velocity field 
 
Stars: locations of the 6/4/2009 
L'Aquila and 20/5/2012 Emilia events 
Italian seismicity 
 
Earthquakes with ML≥3.0  
1/12007-31/12/2011 
ML and SR 
 
Low magnitudes occur at all 
SR values, larger magnitudes 
occur at lower SR values, Iside 
database 6380 events ML≥2.2 
Earthquakes with M>4.0 and SR  
 
Black boxes: seismogenetic 
sources of DISS database, stars: 
locations of  the 6 /4/2009 
L'Aquila and 20/5/2012 Emilia 
events 
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The cumulative upper plate-directed shift of the 
reference (x) has interseismic periods of convergence 
and shortening toward the upper plate, coseismic 
stages have opposed rebounds toward the lower plate 
A B 
C D 
1-THRUST FAULTING EMILIA 
(20 May 2012 Mw 6.1)  
A interseismic velocities B 
coseismic displacemets,C, D 
interseismic strain rate 
1 
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1-THRUST FAULTING 
EMILIA  
2- NORMAL FAULTING 
L’ AQUILA  
 
The brittle-ductile transition (BDT) separates the lower crust where deformation occurs in steady-state regime, from the 
upper crust where it is rather dominated by stick-slip. 
The fault hangingwall above BDT accumulates elastic energy during the interseismic period, without significant evidence 
of surface strain rate 
Faults activate in areas of high strain rate gradients along the segments with lower strain rates 
Fluid discharge varies as a function of the tectonic setting 
The phenomenology gives insights for the parameters to be monitored in earthquake forecasting 
Probability of M in 4 SR classes 
 
The probability of a M* in a class 
of SR decreases exponentially 
with SR; it is the area under the 
straight lines for M>M*  
